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The 2020-2021 school year has been a harsh and lonely experience for many of us, as we had to cope with the

unfamiliarity of lockdown and online classes on our own throughout the entirety of both semesters - definitely not

the way we thought a whole chapter of our uni lives was going to go! But on the other hand, being forced to find

new ways to create community led us to meet so many wonderful, talented Ryerson artists online. Whether through

Zoom hangouts, chaotic chats on Discord, or "Quaranzines" broadcasts via Instagram live, we were able to connect

with students from all years and disciplines. And our zine publications and launch parties gave us the chance to

celebrate our community's creativity in a way that was almost as good as our in-person parties of the past! 

Still, we can't help but miss the good old days of face-to-face interaction. And that's how the idea of NOT SO

ALONE was born - out of the overwhelming desire to find some semblance of connection in our ongoing state of

isolation. Even if we can't be together in person, we can still come together to enjoy all the amazing artistic

work here at Ryerson. And what better way to represent that, we thought, than via an imaginary radio broadcast?  

When you tune into the radio, you’re listening along with thousands of other city residents. You might feel alone

in your apartment, but above you and below you and across the street are people who are listening and drawing

comfort from the art that's being sent out over the air - just like you. That’s why our NOT SO ALONE project

includes a zine publication and an audio album! Formatted in the style of a radio broadcast, the album features

disgruntled callers, local business commercials, and our very own "DJs" guiding you through it all. Listeners of

the album and readers of the zine will be able to immerse themselves in the complex, vibrant imaginary world of our

radio station alter-ego, "The Continuist Underground." Join us for a stroll in Octagon Park; browse the shelves of

Acadia, our favourite local bookstore; solve the mystery of the grandma gangsters; and check out all the wacky

attractions that pop up around the city during Festival Day. Plus, you can meet some of the kookiest characters in

our neighbourhood, as they'll be "calling in" to voice their personal grievances on air! 

There are so many awesome folks we have to thank for this project! Firstly, thank you to the artists who

contributed their incredible art, writing, and music to the album and/or zine. You never fail to inspire us with

your innovative talent and passion. Thank you to our insanely creative and HILARIOUS team of scriptwriters and

voice actors, who generously volunteered their time and talents to help put this "radio broadcast" together. We had

so much fun working with you all! Thank you to our dedicated team of content creators, graphic designers, and

social media experts at The Continuist for all your hard work over the past few months - we appreciate you more

than words can say. And last but not least, a massive thank you to everyone at the Ryerson Faculty of Arts and the

Ryerson Liberal Arts Society (RLAS) for their kind and generous support! We couldn't have done it without you!

There's so much to explore in our imaginary world...so what are you waiting for? Turn the page, tune into our

"broadcast," and remember - you're not so alone when you're listening to The Continuist Underground. 

A Letter from the Editors

Eunice Addo and Rebecca Rocillo
Co-Editors of The Continuist
April 8, 2021



How to "tune in" to the NOT SO ALONE broadcast: 

Scan one of the QR codes below to listen to the full NOT SO ALONE

album on our official Soundcloud, Bandcamp, or Youtube channel!

SOUNDCLOUD YOUTUBE

Content Warning:

Please note that both the album and the zine contain 

descriptions or mentions of subject matter that may be 

triggering for some listeners and readers. This includes: 
 

drowning • claustrophobia • insomnia • cancer • illness • self-harm

drug abuse and addiction • emotional abuse • bullying • alcohol

parental abuse • misogyny • depression • racism • homophobia •

violence • graphic horror • sex work • sexual references 

sexual assault • rape • suicide • implied murder • death
 

We strongly encourage you to please 

put your own mental health and wellbeing first!

BANDCAMP



HOSTING: Mornings With Maya 
 

FUN FACT: Don’t let her
short, tiny appearance fool
you - this girl’s voice can

pack a mighty punch and
will wake you up faster

than your morning coffee.
 
 
 

Meet Our  DJs at TCU!

MAYA

"DJ  ZOOM"

HOSTING: The Mid-Day Mix
FUN FACT: A recent scientific study found
that the deep rhythm of DJ Zoom’s voice
can alleviate conditions of sadness and
gloominess. All one has to do is tune in
to the Mid-Day Mix every day at the same
time and never skip the commercials nor a
show. (Study sponsored and led by a Dr. Z)



HOSTING: The Night Owl 

FUN FACT: Could spend days and
nights at the Continuseum. She
actually had to be kicked out by
the security guard several
afternoons in a row, because he
wanted to go and listen to the
Continuist Underground radio
station broadcast.

HOSTING: The Evening Unwind

FUN FACT: Is the author of "Don't
Mess With a Festival Day Fanatic"
but the city banned it for being
too REAL (or so Eunice says). The
last existing copy is in a secret
trap door somewhere in the city.

EUNICE

AWA





Art by Richie Ocean



by Cassandra Pascucci @ohshoot1photography

Waking Up In NYC





Track 2: Lawrence Ave West 
Claudia Sanchez-Jara

IG @claudiasanchezjara



Running to the station when I’m late
It’s a habit, I know but it’s okay
Then I get there, and the train is not on time
I sigh and then I realize
I missed the most important part of the day

My neighbourhood is so exciting to see
I can walk to my supermarket – it’s close
I can go for a walk to the park
My friends live in the area like me
Take one bus and I’m good to go
But does it take long, sometimes?
Oh yeah, definitely!
I gotta wait, wait, wait
But the view is beautiful
And I feel more aware than usual

This is where I live
This is where I grew up most of my life
And I’m happy to be here
The day I move out, it’ll be real hard to leave
But I’ll say my heart-warming goodbyes
To the place that saw me grow



Track 3: La Olla de Café
Arturo Treviño Jr.
Twitter: @BoopLearning

Cruzamos una frontera para visitar mi abuela, en Reynosa, 
Tamaulipas.
Las Cumbres. Gente cruza a llegar a un punto, se desvanecen con 
el trafico, entran a los autobuses. Carros, autobuses, todos 
andaban hacia un destino. 
Esta gente es trabajadora. Mis abuelos, ambos venían de 
familias de rancho, del campo. Al final, decidieron poner sus 
raíces por la frontera. Aquí muchísimos trabajos les permitían 
chamba. Pero las tradiciones del rancho si los perseguía. Pan 
de campo. Los tamales. El guisado. Los bailes de las 
quinceañeras y las bodas, en fin, el cielo del campo se 
mezclaba en la ciudad de Reynosa. 

Mandado en las manos, bajamos las bolsas de la camioneta.
Visita. Mi abuela saca la jarra. Azul. Metal. Le hecha agua. 
Enciende el gas.
Los serillos de la caja brincan el baile social, que historias 
se van a desbordar de las lenguas de esta gente, de familiares. 
Repartimos las tazas, liquido, negro, esta poción necesitaba 
azúcar. ¿Café no? La azúcar blanca. El teléfono suena. Lo 
levanta. Es mi tía de Monterrey, y le cuenta. La puerta suena, 
es la hermana de mi abuela, mis primas se bajan. Saludos. 
Besos. Abrazos. Sonrisas. Las tazas vuelan, mi tía me da 
dinero. “Anda vayan y traigan pan y unos refrescos.” ¡Cincuenta 
pesos, mis ojos grandes a ver que es muchísimo dinero! Al 
repartir este flujo de economía, volamos al viento, a una de 
las tienditas. Mi papá nos acompaña y vamos a escoger, mis 
primos y yo miramos a la variedad. ¡Ningún pan de campo en este 
lugar! La bolsa, mis primos con sus papitas, en abrir y 
coleccionar los tazos. Sonrisas por esta era nuestra cultura de 
consecuencia de la frontera. Al llegar, el volumen al máximo, 
porque cuentos dichos y recuerdos nunca se dicen a voz baja. 
Susurrar en estos cuartos no eran posible. Mi primo, oigo mi 
abuelo gritándole, “ven aquí, ¡huerco chingado!” ¡Algo paso! 



Celestial Weald
Sophie Charalambous

IG:@abooknerdsart
Twitter:@abooknerdsart



Project Statement
 
Held Together By Thread reflects how the identity and experiences of Asian Canadians, and BIPOC in 
general, are a complex culmination of various factors and experiences of joy, trauma, and everything in 
between held together.

Specifically, these patchwork pants, created from torn and worn-out denim jeans, scrap fabrics, and a 
thrifted kimono, were created to tell the story of second-generation Asian immigrants, especially those 
of mixed Asian ethnicities, who experience a conflict or questioning of identity. The various fabrics, 
colors, and prints patched together reflect the multitude of emotions and experiences that transpire as 
one navigates through the influences of both one’s culture and current environment. This includes 
everything from carrying different cultural values and practices than peers to feeling “not Asian enough” 
to encountering increasing amounts of racism against Asians during the pandemic. The result is an array 
of miscellaneous, contrasting pieces that create one’s fabric of identity. Yet, when held together by 
thread, one can make sense of these pieces through a patchwork that becomes stable and even beautiful. 

Personally, this unifying thread in my life is my family and community, which holds me together and keeps 
me sane. The floating origami flowers, also held by thread, are representative of this, as I remember 
folding these flowers each year with my family at our local mall, where they would be hung alongside the 
many others folded. In fact, the flowers in this series were folded together by my whole family. My life 
and identity as a second-generation Asian immigrant has been and continues to be a mess of different 
pieces that I am attempting to patch together, though the one certain thread continues to be my family 
and community.

@audsmiley

Held Together by Thread

by Audrey Chen





matches

Angel Avramidis
IG: @angel.photographyy



She floats above my bed. Naked, pearly, encircled with tiny fish and submerged
underwater. Permanently trapped in the bottom half of a print of Gutav Klimt’s 1907

painting, “Water Serpents II,” my muse swims in crystal clear water.
 

Growing up taking art lessons, my favourite paintings were always by Klimt. I was
fascinated by how confidently he transferred something so precious as gold onto a

canvas. How he could aimlessly glob red gouache paint, squares of oranges and
yellows, white clasped hands, onto a wide stretched canvas and allow a vision of a

woman in a dress to manifest into something so regal and magnificent.
 

I used to love the women he painted, perfectly coiffed. Adele with her hands clasped and
a black bird's nest of hair piled on top of her head. Elisabeth, standing upright, with a

thin curtain of bangs shrouding her forehead — painted just twenty years before bangs
became fabulous. I loved the cream-coloured circles on their skirts, their black wide-
brimmed hats, and thick jewelled necklaces that clasped onto their milky-white necks.

 
One Sunday afternoon, in my art teacher’s living room when I was thirteen, I was tasked
with transforming myself into a girl Klimt would paint. Onto a black board, I collaged,

painted, and chalk-pastelled myself into a magnificent geometric dress, leaning on a
chair, chin stuck up high and proud. My mother was so proud with the finished piece that
she showed it to anyone who visited. I was humiliated. I thought I looked too serious, my
smile too fake and my hair unnatural. I didn’t apply the gold right. I looked nothing like

Emilie Flöge and more like a nervous child in a geometric dress.
 

But now above me swims the woman I wish I had modelled after. She isn’t sewing by a
glowing lamplight like a woman in a Millet, or dancing, head cut off in a corner of a

Degas. Her back curves, her hair tangles with the seaweed. She sprawls, dressless,
across the ocean floor. Her belly and breast scraping against the mud. She possesses a

secret power I am yet to understand. She is so precious even without the gold.

Girl Without Gold
Elizabeth Sargeant

IG: @lizzy.sargeant



This has been her routine for a few decades now, a piece of home connected to the stove.

Actions carried out subconsciously as she mixes ingredients masterfully. Water poured in

gracefully, the click of the stove as she summons heat, set to boil as the leaves

cascade from her hand into the steel pot. Patience, let it boil, do not fear the heat as

it is necessary for growth, but a cooler touch is often welcome. She pours the milk with

a flourish and tosses in a dash of masala. Spices are essential, but no need to follow a

recipe. Take as much as you want. Let it boil again. Slowly, the milk proteins break

down, and a film appears on the boiling liquid’s surface. She notes the familiar

denaturing, breathing in the changing flavours. Keep a close eye on the pot, do not

allow it to boil over and spill. Use a breath to disperse the foam, drop the heat and

take a pause. Allow things to settle before beginning again. As always, she repeats this

process three times. Finally straining the chai into a mug, she takes her first sip,

still standing at the stove. 

Life is like chai — an endless swirl of heat at struggle, with few moments of peace and

calm. You can learn a lot from chai, patience to allow your flavours to develop, welcome

a cooler soothing touch, and grow from it. You gain depth, complexity. Welcome

excitement and allow a little spice into your life, but to your taste. Do not follow

another’s recipe. Rarely will the experience be pleasant. Pay attention to the process,

for you are a process. Take your time as you learn until you can move about as fluidly

as her. Do not allow it to overwhelm you, remember to breathe. Take a step back and

taste, let your most authentic flavours be revealed, then make more.

Track 09: Chai Time

Tanvi Vyas
IG: @createawreck



EX-MAXHINAEX-MAXHINA

Maxime Chercover
IG: @maxocartel

SCAN ME



GROUNDEDGROUNDEDGROUNDED

Samantha Jackson 
IG: @sj.snaps 

Website: sjsnaps.com





Track 14: Happy
by Alborz Mohtashami // 
Death by Tapioca
IG:@alborzisms and @deathbytapioca

All it takes
Is a simple, subtle
Shower of sunshine
And the me you know and love is back

Starting with a smile
Biofeedback bathes my body
Melting city blocks to creamy sand
My toes giggle

Down to earth
Graceful gravitation
Green grass gratitude
Dancing by, to, with myself

Feet dangling freely from a stone 
hedge
Predicting nature’s next moves
Always pleasantly surprised
Embracing earth’s every offering 
easily

Claiming space
Planting seeds
Amused, amazed, overjoyed
The way the breeze
Sifts through my hair
I feel my soul breathe
In a word
Happy
(La la la)

Mischief
by Kareen Ng

IG:@smolbeans_art



the dichotomy of 

two parallels

(s)KYE

IG/Twitter: @spiderpirates



A Seat At The Table

Alliza Vitto
IG: @alliza.ai



P is for Pigeon
Megan Knoblauch

Reuse Reduce

Rebalance
Alliza Vitto



Zainoun

Heart 2 Heart 
Track 15

I said I love you like that 
That was my bad 
Didn’t think you’d go and slam the brakes like that 
Now we’re so far gone, and I wanna go back Didn’t 
think you’d leave me in the dust like that
 
I Hated and Heard it 
I heard it 
I heard it 
I heard it 
I tried 
Mhmm 
Now we’re loving 
We’re loving 
We’re loving 
We’re loving 
We’re loving the silence 

Finished what we started 
Months and months ago 
Talking heart to heart and 
I can’t let you go 
Pick up where we parted 
Both so vulnerable 
And if I’m being honest 
I couldn’t let you go
No I couldn’t let you go 
Oh Oh 

Did I hurt you my bad 
Wasn’t what I planned 
Didn’t think you’d hit the gas like that 
Wanna talk about love, then they’re gone so fast 
Thought you’d up and leave me in the dust like that 

I Hated and Heard it 
I heard it 
I heard it 
I heard it 
I tried 
Mhmm 
Now we’re loving 
We’re loving 
We’re loving 
We’re loving 
We’re loving the silence 



Finished what we started 
Months and months ago 

Talking heart to heart and 
I can’t let you go 

Pick up where we parted 
Both so vulnerable 

And if I’m being honest
I couldn’t let you go 

No, I couldn’t let you go 
Go 

No, I couldn’t let you go 
Go 

I couldn’t let you leave 
Can’t escape the feeling 

Couldn’t let you leave me in the dark 
Talking heart to heart 

But strangers give no reasons 
Why they up and leave you in the dark 

You got me in my mind 
Counting all the reasons not to get back to you ev-
ery night And I don’t want to stay held back by the 

feelings of why No I couldn’t let you go 

Months and months ago 
Talking heart to heart and 

I can’t let you go 
Pick up where we parted 

Both so vulnerable 
And if I’m being honest 

I couldn’t let you go 
No I couldn’t let you go 

Talking heart to heart 
Yeah

Heart 2 Heart 

https://linktr.ee/zainoun_ , https://www.instagram.com/zainoun_/ , https://www.zainoun.ca/ 



Natalie Carinci

IG: @ncarinciphotography

Wander & Wildflowers



Middle of Nowhere, Ontario

City Sonder

Agasha Kankunda





Art by Catherine Kai Lin Cha



How Do You See Me?

Nour Zeid-Kilani

IG: noorkilani



How Do You See Me?

IG: noorkilani



Track 18: The Little Black Book of Joy: Behind The Scenes
Imani Busby, Mir Asoh, Adele Lukusa

IG: @littlebookofblackjoy @imani.dominique @ikea.dad @uhhhdele

Created by Imani Busby, Mir Asoh, and Adele Lukusa, The Little Book of Black Joy is a collection of art-
work and student responses that celebrate the vastness and multifaceted nature of Black Joy. 



Yemeni Girl With Hejab 

Conversation Pit

Ammar Bowaihl

Nour Zeid-Kilani

@ammarbowaihl

IG:@noorkilanii



 

I could really use a glass of water right now, but the room is empty except for the metal table and chairs in the

middle of the room. The one I’m sitting in and the two on the other side of the table. Am I being set up to feel

uncomfortable, or is this how it really is? Perhaps I should get back to worrying about what my plan is. What

questions are they gonna ask? And what should I say? Should I seem oblivious? Like I don’t know anything? No, no…

that’ll be too obvious. How about if they already know, though? Is there any use of even planning at this point?

They’re gonna bust in through the doors at any moment. 

The sounds of the clicking clock echo through the room. It’s been forty minutes since I’ve been put in here and

still no one has come in. Have they forgotten that I’m here? They can’t, if it wasn’t so serious they wouldn’t

have even called me to come. But they did, so they shouldn’t forget. Unless this is just another trap, making me

wait on them and grow restless and paranoid so they can just sit back while I slip up and make their job easier.

I bet they’re watching me right now through the tinted glass, just staring at me, having a good time as they sip

their coffee and joke at how I thought I could get away, how I thought I was being smart but not as smart as

them. Maybe if I squint hard enough I can see through the glass. Clenching the muscles around my eyes then

expanding them as wide as I can, I still can’t make anything out. If they are watching I probably look stupid;

what am I, a camera with zoom? It’s working…I’m being way too paranoid. “Calm down…breathe…you don’t know why

you’re here, it could be nothing, you’ll find out soon” I try to tell myself, hoping it works. 

Creakkk… The handle feels like it’s moving in slow motion as sweat trickles down the side of my forehead. Before

the door fully opens, I sneak my palm to wipe off the sweat. They don’t know, I whisper in my head. The two of

them sternly walk in one after another with files in their hands, looking at me in silence. Shit… As they take

their seats across from me, they look even more grim than before, with something fierce and deafening in their

eyes. I guess this is it, where I backed myself into a dead end. Maybe I’ll just ’fess up and save the time. One

look at the weight of those folders gives me enough information on what my fate is going to be. With a deep

breath, I open my mouth. But before I can even get my voice out, they open the folder, laying its contents out in

front of me. 

So…I guess they don’t know… 

Track 23: A White Lie
Priyanthi Paramananthan
IG: @priyascanvas

The cool breeze from the air conditioning sends chills that make my organs freeze. My soul

wants to run out of my body, and with my lungs feeling so frozen it might actually. A white

lie was all it was, I thought before. Now I regret it. A white lie that I told thinking that I

wanted no one to know the truth, but for what? Would the truth have been that bad? All my life

choices feel like they’re being replayed in front of my eyes. Is it the end of the line? 

 



Hello, this is my name
Here is where I live
And in recognition of personal space and boundaries
I request that you neither visit me
Nor send resource-wasting and time-consuming packages
Of any size
To stated address

However, in recognition of our society's technological advancements
And for my own knowledge and sanity
I would like you to contact me
In writing, and electronically
At this e-mail address
Regarding how you would like to proceed

And here's my LinkedIn
For some razzle-dazzle
That signifies to you
I am knowledgeable and aware
Both of societal trends
And the concept of "time and place"

In this professional setting,
The social media outlet of choice to present
Is one that highlights career-related accomplishments
And offers opportunities for advancement through learning

I will now provide a brief summary
Of my abilities based on past behaviour
To prepare you for
Or spare you from
What lies ahead
My experience!

Track 24: Why Resumes Exist
Alborz Mohtashami (Death by Tapioca)IG: @alborzisms, @deathbytapioca



I will now detail
Collectives of people
That have given me material resources
For which I've depended on for survival
In return for services I've provided
That have allowed them, in turn,
To acquire further material resources
To ensure their own survival

Here are some activities I participated in
That met the time-based requirements
Of said collectives
In order to acquire resources
And secure their, and therefore my,
Survival

You will gauge these examples
Stories and anecdotes
Against your internally-established standards
And determine whether
You see enough of a pattern to believe
I would be able to replicate similar actions
In different settings
Specifically ones pertaining to your business
In order for you to acquire resources
On an ongoing basis
At least for the foreseeable future
That will allow you to secure your survival
Predominantly by means of exchange

To further assure you
That I might be trusted
To facilitate in your securing
Of such resources
That would enable, even
For a limited time offer
Guarantee
Your survival



Maybe by way of food
The finest gourmet ghormeh sabzi
Or a beautiful wife
Who resides in a beautiful house
With a cottage
But I'm nor hunter
Nor equipped with mango-laced surroundings
Nor Mario
To present Princess Peaches and Pikachus
But I...

Do have several pieces of paper
Properly preauthorized by professors
Predominantly professionals in their professed
Fields of study
Postulating that they've at least so much as
Peppered over my shoulders
Semi-seasonally

To attest to the fact I've acquired the requisite
Knowledge they deem necessary to succeed
In the acquisition of resources for survival
By means of food, life, liberty, justice, a happy family, offspring, freedom from war, the tax
man, paranoia, Western Europe, Sub-Saharan starvation, Greg the bully from first grade, failure,
dammit just GIVE ME A JOB

Before I make it my position
To TAKE your position
And we can all live happily ever after



selfportrait1

(s)KYE
IG: @spiderpirates



A body scraped from beneath rocks

was the author

on a pseudomorphic book tour.

Not completely inconvenienced,

helped back onto dry land

with only a few crab scars.

Most of the three people

in the audience

have come to the wrong event.

"How To Cook Recklessly While Naked

And Other Recipes For The Skeptical"

is next month, pity.

TRACK 28: YOU'RE NOT FAR BEHIND
JONNY LEE

Track 29: Quitting It
Colin James



Track 30: Alcove Bridge
Michael Maksimenko

He was an ancient man by then, though it took him many years to come to terms with it.

Arthur. Lying in a hospital bed with a clip on his index finger and a tube in his dick.

Boo hoo, he thought, poor me. Living to ninety-three and dying in bed.

 But he wasn’t dead yet, which was proving unexpected. The bed he would die in was a common 

character in his life, showing up in nightmares and dreams alike. At six years old, he would imagine 

a daunting bed – big, broad, and mahogany. Like his grandfather had lain in for the last two years 

of his life. Back then, the word Cancer was still unutterable, a phantom lurking behind doctors’ 

clipboards and whispered from ear to ear at the bedside of some great-aunt, when it was mentioned 

at all. Arthur later found out his grandfather had gotten diagnosed with liver cancer when Arthur 

was six, supposedly an aggressive and deadly form, but the machinery had stalled somewhere along 

the way. The electric chair ran out of juice, he thought, or the firing squad took a smoke break. 

The executioner sneezed and his grandfather had lain in bed an extra eighteen months, dwindling his 

Mother’s savings down to the last can of beans.

 By the end, Arthur was permitted to see him once every week or so, and on the good days, his 

grandfather’s dry, stumpy hand would reach out and ruffle his golden hair before succumbing to a fit 

of violent phlegmy coughs or retreating quietly back into the mass of blankets on the bed. His duty 

done, young Arthur would go out and play. But the bed stuck with him, the final parking spot of his 

grandfather’s wandering soul. An eternity later, strolling with Marilynn, he would see a similar bed 

dumped on the side of the road, headboard cracked and halfway in the gutter and thought, Good, at 

least that one won’t get me. 

 But a hospital bed was always a possibility, and when the time finally came, he had arrived in 

his room like a long-awaited visitor, with open arms and a toothless grin.

 So, this is it, he thought as the nurse got him situated. But he was still here, and worse still, 

something was nagging at him. Some errand left undone. Paperwork remaining before his final appointment. 

But he was unhurried and, sure the formality would reveal itself in time, set to waiting. 

 His mind wandered, and he found himself visiting memories like picking up stones on the beach, find-

ing them rounded by time and incalculable distance, smooth and heavy in his palm yet somehow still fa-

miliar. He supposed it was only proper, to preserve a sense of decorum, to think about his wedding day, 

and the birth of his second child. He remembered the way Marilynne looked in poofy, dramatic white.  

 



 That was a long time ago, he thought, I’ve dealt with that and it’s over. Been over. For many decades. 

Three-quarters of a century.  

 But the uneasiness didn’t go away. He directed his attention to powerful memories like rinsing 

with mouthwash: getting his first job, meeting Marilynn, the death of his brother, his grandfather, 

mother and father. But soon all the faces were replaced with just one. 

 She seemed to hover, staring at him from the ceiling. She was behind the door and waiting in the 

bathroom. If he looked at his reflection, he was sure it’d be her that stared back at him. He shivered 

and suddenly the hospital bed felt cold. He forced his eyes open wide but lacked the strength to get 

up on his own since being admitted. 

Our time is done, he screamed in his head, leave me alone! 

 But she didn’t. Phantoms from his past filed into the room with morbid politeness and placed 

themselves in a circle around him. They loomed at him and he understood. The dead didn’t hold secrets. 

They were too perfect a receptacle to keep them buried under the endless waves of time. He would have 

to return one more time. A judgement. He let his head loll back and closed his eyes. 

 Images flooded in where he had tried to keep them out. Red brick dust and steel-blue metal bridges 

over an expanse of dazzling teal water. White tile at Sunnyside outdoor pool and the rainbow of 

bathing suits and swim trunks sunbathing on the sandy beach. Toronto, 1953. 

 Rosa.

 Arthur was thirteen then, smoothing his curly hair under a Blue Jays baseball cap in the mirror 

of the swimming pool changeroom. A boy his age came from behind him, flip flops echoing, then dumped 

his towel and toiletry bag in the sink and stood rubbing his eyes like he’d just woken up.    

 

Then he remembered holding little Mary in his arms, so small she could fit into one palm, though he 

wouldn’t dare hold her with anything less than two. He ebbed in and out with the waves of consciousness 

but began to feel uneasy. A face was lurking behind the wedding photographer, a figure hidden just out 

of sight of the room where Marilynne had given birth.  

 Arthur pretended not to recognize him from the pool yesterday.

 “Hey,” said the boy, “aren’t you that kid that swims with his hat on?” 

 Arthur reddened. “Aren’t you that kid that’s in love with Francesca?”      

 The boy paused for a moment, then let out a short, sharp laugh. “Francesca’s not even sexy. We 

just hang around ‘cause she’s cool. You should see her friends though.”  

 Arthur took off his hat and pretended to wash his face, like he wasn’t planning on swimming with his 

hat on today, even though the thought of getting his hair wet made him nauseous. He turned to leave. 



 “You should come meet ‘em,” said the boy, toothbrush foaming in his mouth. Arthur paused at the door. 

“C’mon, what are you going to do, hang around the can all day? They’re a good bunch, I promise.” 

 Arthur was about to protest but the boy’s arm was already hooked around his neck, moving him 

towards the door.

 “My hat-” he said.         

 “You don’t need it,” said the boy, “I’m Terence, by the way. But you can call me Terry.”

 Outside, the sunlight was blinding. Terry walked him over to two girls lying on beach towels, one 

of whom wore mirrored sunglasses and the other with curly red hair. 

“Francesca, I found you a boyfriend,” said Terry to the one in mirrored sunglasses.

Francesca blushed. “I already have a boyfriend, Terry.”    

“Does he go to another school?” teased Terry.

 “For your information, he’s in the army. He’s very tall and very strong and very rich. Not that it’s 

any of your business. But I suppose I can meet this friend of yours. Just for the acquaintance.” 

They looked at Arthur expectantly.         

“I’m-” he started.           

“You’re Arthur, aren’t you? From the grade below us?” said the one with red hair.  

  

“No,” he said, “actually we’re in the same grade. Grade ten. I just think maybe we don’t have a lot 

of classes together. Maybe none.”

“A likely story,” said Francesca.

“Don’t mind her,” said the girl with red hair. “She’s just upset because she’s in love with Terry 

but he’s in love with me. I’m Rosa. Do you like anyone?” 

   

Arthur blushed again.

“Maybe he’s in love with Terry,” snickered Francesca.      

“What’s not to like?” said Terry.         

“Oh, alright,” said Rosa, “now that we’re sure everyone’s in love with everyone else, maybe we can 

finally go swimming.”



 They swam the remainder of the day, basking until they were red like lobsters and thoroughly cooked. 

Francesca had to go home at six or her Mom would be upset, which left Terry, Rosa, and Arthur, lazy with 

sun and wrapped in towels, to stroll the pavilion barefoot as the sun set. Arthur felt like a third as 

Rosa and Terry bantered between each other, Terry proclaiming his undying love to her like an overwrought 

Shakespearian poet, and Rosa responding like an excessively British countess to refuse his advances. He 

felt his hair curling in odd patterns on his head as it dried, which was exposed without the hat still 

sitting in the bathroom. The sun was setting, and the mosquitos were coming out when Terry hiked off into 

the bushes to pee. Arthur and Rosa stood on the boardwalk, unsure of what to say.

 “You should come by with us more often,” said Rosa. 

 Terry signaled his assent by cannon-balling into the pool, splashing the three friends. 

 

 “Hey!” called Rosa, and dove in after him.        

“Yeah,” he said. 

          

 “I mean- you don’t have to or anything-”        

 “Oh, I know, of course-“          

 “-but-”             

 “-and you don’t have to either- have me, either-”       

 “No, no-”            

 “Just if I’m here-”           

 “If you’re here,” she said, “it would be nice.”

        

 Arthur smiled at her and she smiled back. He didn’t know what to say.

 

 “I should get home,” he said. She nodded, and Terry returned from the bushes and put his arm 

around Rosa’s neck.      

 “Heading out?” said Terry. Arthur nodded, then left along the boardwalk, back to the shuttered pool 

to try and retrieve his hat. He was hit with a feeling then, the feeling that the atmosphere was a bit 

thinner, in this place in time, like he was more able to see his life from above. The same feeling he 

got when he stargazed on summer nights. Lonely, he walked on.

 Later, he would spend long hours alone wondering what he would have done had he known what followed. 

During the bitter years before he met Marilynne, he swore he’d never have come back to the pool. Or to 

the bridge. As he mellowed with age and his new marriage, he decided that maybe he would’ve just avoided 

his final night with Terry altogether and let chance take him where it would. But even then some part of 

him felt bound, like what had happened was the only thing that could have happened, and the whole of his 

life looped around to that moment the same way a disc spins around its centre. From his birth he was 

heading toward that bridge, and everything that happened afterward was only heading away from it.



 The summer passed more quickly after that. He began going to the pool every morning, brushing his 

teeth in the bathroom like Terry had done, and waiting until the rest of his friends arrived. Sometimes 

it was Francesca who got there first, and they would swim and make conversation while waiting for the 

others to show. Sometimes Terry would arrive first, rumpled from sleep in a way that somehow gave him 

more charm. They became fast friends, and Terry was polite enough not to mention it when Arthur cut his 

hair like his or started going to the gym with him. Arthur would later realize with fear that Terry 

hadn’t minded it when Arthur tried to seem like him. He wasn’t flattered by it either, he was just happy 

and grateful to have Arthur as a friend. It was that thought that brought the most harm to Arthur in 

middle age, the thought that despite all the faults he could have blamed on Terry, he had the rarity 

of a good and sincere heart.

 As much as he liked Terry, the best days were when Rosa showed up first. He would take great care 

to not notice when she came in, waiting until she wordlessly set up her towel beside him to speak. They 

talked, awkwardly at first, but then earnestly, and eventually Arthur found himself sinking inescapably 

into love. They started spending more time together after Terry went home for the night, talking the 

night away. But then the summer ended, and Rosa said goodbye to her Aunt and was driven by her Uncle 

back into the States for school.    

 They wrote, but even though they wrote to each other as earnestly as they had spoken, the possibility 

of anything between them became increasingly remote. Her letters came once a week, then once a month, 

then nothing. 

 Arthur was seventeen when she returned to the city in 1957. By then he’d grown to his full height, 

but was still lanky, with curly hair and narrow shoulders. Terry had grown tall and strong and their 

friendship had by that point become substantial as a tree with a hundred roots. When Rosa returned, she 

had changed-         

 The dying Arthur woke up from his dream coughing. He felt like there was sea foam stuck in his chest, 

and every cough only piled more into his throat. Two nurses appeared and put an oxygen mask on his face, 

the other turned a valve and tried to get his attention. She blurred.     

 

 “-Fever, Mr. Cummings… treatment options, here soon… anyone to contact?”   

 

 He tried to wave her away but only rolled his head away from her. The nurses prodded him and read 

out numbers on panels to each other, then jotted it down in a clipboard and left him alone. He drifted, 

bitter. He’d always thought of the hospital bed as a grim but reassuring cradle, his final container as 

he drained away, but now he realized it was Alcatraz. He would be held there against his will, with no 

bail, for the duration of his trial.     

 Marilynne was ten in 1957, and thirty-five when they met in ’82. By then, he was a husk. His seventeen 

years as a single father were dense with both joy and horror as the bright summers alternated with 

endless chemotherapy for Robin, his first daughter. He blamed himself. He had long stopped believing in 

the Christian God, and instead recognized only what he felt was inevitably true, the dark Gods that tore



at his soul and swallowed those he loved as greedily as they asked him to build more, to be more, to ripen 

him for his final slaughter. When she died, he scattered her ashes off the Alcove bridge in the morning 

sunrise. He had gained weight, and his new doctor would tell him during a check-up that it might be time 

to consider cholesterol medication. Or quit smoking. It was a no-brainer. They even cause cancer, he was 

told. He stopped going for check-ups after that. 

 Instead he spent long hours on the bridge so he wouldn’t be at home. The house had been cleaned 

out by a concerned neighbour and by Francesca – who had never suspected a thing, even though she could 

have – and all that remained was the only thing he asked Francesca not to take. The bed. White-framed 

aluminum with adjustable height. The penultimate resting place for Robin, and, he thought at the time, 

perhaps his own as well. But his wish for death wasn’t granted. Instead, he bumped into a stranger on 

the bridge one night.   

 “Mourning?” she asked.          

 

 He looked at her, stirred from his trance, and tried to make sense of her words. It was dusk, and 

the sun was setting. The water under the bridge had dried up with the tide and only mud was left below 

him until sunrise. He winced. The perfect time to relive his favourite nightmare. 

 

 “No, I think it’s well-past,” he said. 

 

 The woman chuckled. It was a light laugh, like someone finally relieved of heavy baggage.   

 “No,” she said, “I mean, are you mourning? This is Our Cove, after all.”     

 

 “Alcove, you mean,” he corrected.         

 

 She leaned on the railing beside him. “Have you ever looked at it on a map? Our Cove Bridge, a humanist 

graveyard. It hasn’t been called the alcove for years. What did you think all the locks were for?” 

 

 Arthur examined the bridge and found bike locks and pad locks linked into the railing.  

 

 “Aren’t those for teenaged couples?” he said, turning his eyes away from the lock he knew was below 

him, T + R + A inside a heart. 

 

 “No,” said the woman, “on other bridges, maybe, but this bridge is special. It was a mourner’s group 

that claimed it in ’68. These locks are for the dead.” 

 Arthur was overcome with nausea. He felt like someone was playing a joke on him.

 

 “So, all these locks…” he started.  

 “Yes,” she said, “that’s why I asked. Anyone who comes here every day must have lost someone.”  



 

 They stood there for a while. Talking. Tentatively at first, but then set off walking away from the 

bridge into the night. Weeks later, they would come back and put a new lock on the bridge: Robin. 

 

 Lost in his dream, old Arthur felt a pressure on his hand. The voice seemed like it was coming from 

beyond a plaster wall. 

        

 “Dad?” it said. It took him a moment to realize it was  Mary, his daughter with Marilynne. He opened 

his eyes, but they were so blurry he could only make out a darker shape where Mary must have stood.  

         

 “Mary,” he struggled, “take me away from these things. They loom so, watching. They want me to tell 

it all.”            

 But Mary didn’t understand him from beyond the oxygen mask. She sensed his agitation and spoke to 

the nurse, who turned a valve and sent him relaxing further into sleep.   

 He would come to tell Marilynn everything. Or thereabouts. He told her about how he met Terry and 

Rosa. He would tell her about Terry’s funeral. Even the shameful bits. 

 They were too young for a funeral, which was a contentious statement all by itself, he’d thought 

at the time, since most people he knew had already been to at least one or two. He was wearing his only 

suit, black tie and white shirt but he was already too big for the pants. Rosa was at his arm, practically 

glued to him. They had been inseparable throughout the entire process, the panicked run down the dark 

hill, the paramedics hustling up with Terry, still breathing, a miracle, unbelievable, a ray from God. 

Then the coma. Francesca’s wailing. The endless euphemisms. Pulling the plug, kicking the can, letting 

him off easy. Endless masculine obfuscations told in bars and smoking outside house parties. My best 

friend is in a coma. It’s been a week, but he’s healing. I’m not done with him just yet. A chuckle to 

lighten the mood. Then a week became a month, became a year, just became “is.” My best friend is in a 

coma. He may never wake up.   

 The mood was somber as people milled around. Francesca’s Mother was talking to Terry’s father, a 

widower who now had only nieces and nephews. Seeing this, Rosa held on to him even tighter. This is what 

you wanted, thought Arthur as he looked at Rosa, was it worth it? Be careful what you wish for.   

 Afterward the three of them sat outside, smoking.  After a long silence, Francesca spoke.  

 

 “You ever feel like the hard things in your life are payments for the good? Or the other way 

around?” she said.           

 

 Rosa nodded.           

“Have you lost someone?” asked Arthur.

“Niece,” she said, “suicide.”    

    

“Daughter,” said Arthur, “cancer.”   

      



 But at long last, somehow, he had paid the price. Marilynn appeared at just the right moment in his 

life. He told her the story. How Rosa had returned the summer of ’57, fully grown and graduated. How 

she had so many plans. To travel Canada, then the States, then the world. And she didn’t want to do it 

alone. All summer they drank and partied. But now and then he’d get a sense of dissatisfaction. There 

would be days she couldn’t get out of bed. Days she was irritable and days she would say nothing at all. 

But she kept them hidden and, instead of the distance finally being closed, it broadened between them. 

But she would still talk to Terry sometimes. On the phone. Something about Arthur made her pause. The 

summer dream was ending, and fall was setting in.   

 It happened on a humid night in September. They were drinking, like they always were, and decided to 

go to Our Cove, which they then thought was Alcove Bridge. Terry ran ahead and Rosa sprinted after him, 

with Arthur bringing up the rear. They arrived, breathless, at the bridge, and Arthur was stunned. 

 Rosa looked beautiful. The streetlight reflected off her hair as she looked at him, breathless, and 

laughed. A happy night. One of her few in recent times. He remembered the talking, the teasing and 

playfulness, the long walks and heartfelt confessions. How she looked when she was telling the stories 

of her childhood, growing up far North. How they held hands when Terry wasn’t around and looked at each 

other, almost leaning in for a kiss.       

 Almost, but not quite, just enough to send Arthur off the deep end, into the howling blackness of an 

endless and unrequited love. 

 And then Terry leaned in and hugged her, her hanging onto his broad back with both hands as she 

twirled her around, all of them dizzy with wine. They laughed, but Arthur’s heart turned to ice.

 “I thought when my Mother died, I had paid in advance. Like, having lost the person I loved 

most I would have a free pass for the rest of life. I mean, what are the odds of the same thing 

happening twice?”           

 

 Rosa went over and hugged her. “Maybe this is it. Maybe there’s no more price left to pay.” 

 

 Francesca didn’t hug back. “You’re wrong,” she said, “there’s always more.” 

 

 Always more, thought Arthur. Those words had stuck with him. It was the exact words he remembered, 

with perfect clarity, at Robin’s funeral, like they were being said from directly behind him. 

 

 There’s always more price to pay.  

 

 They had brought a padlock, scratching T + R + A in with some screws borrowed from Rosa’s uncle, 

and locked it into the bridge.  

 

 “I’m going to go get changed,” said Rosa, skipping off into the bushes.

  

 “But that’s not for us, chum,” said Terry, “because we’re men,” he said, taking Arthur by the 

shoulders and shaking him, “me-e-e-n!”



 Then he heard the wet smack of bones on mud. As ordinary a sound as he had ever heard, except of 

course it wasn’t ordinary. Rosa came running out of the bushes, still smiling.   

 “Where’s Terry?” she asked.           

 “I think the tide is out,” said Arthur. She didn’t understand what he meant but saw the stunned 

look on his face. Rosa looked at him until she understood. Then they both stumbled down the hill, 

adrenaline closing their throats, so the approach was silent. Then came the desperation. The panic. 

Arthur running door to door naked yelling, wailing, asking if someone please please could call an 

ambulance right away. 

 He told Marilynn he was ashamed because in the hospital there had been some part of him that was 

glad Terry was in a coma. Some part of him that was glad to see Rosa clinging to his arm at the funeral. 

Some small resilient piece of him, the animal, cannibal, drooling white fangs had been happy to lose 

a friend and gain a lover. And it hadn’t mattered anyway. Rosa killed herself from what Arthur would 

later be told was called postpartum depression. Robin would die of bone cancer. The debts - bitter, 

impossible prices – had been paid. He had lived in prosperity with Marilynn for fourty years, and raised 

Mary, and had even lived ten years after Marilynn’s death. It was over.    

 

 “That’s it,” he said aloud, to the phantoms filling the hospital room, “now let me die.”  

The phantoms pondered his words but didn’t move. A black figure moved forward. It was Rosa. She leaned 

forward in his ear and whispered.        

 

 Liar.             

 

 He choked on his breath, then coughed, and struggled to breath in again. Then she said it again. 

Liar. And Terry’s phantom leaned in and said it, liar. His mother, Marylinn, Robin’s phantoms joined in 

one by one. Liar, liar, liar, liar until it became a chant. An alarm went off beside him and three nurses 

ran in with a rolling tray and began hooking things to him, turning valves and preparing injections. 

 

 There was a long silence where Arthur expected to hear splashing, but didn’t, hearing only the wind.

         

 Arthur couldn’t help but laugh as they stripped down to nothing and climbed over the railing to 

stand at the top. It was a moonless night, and blackness pooled beneath them. They waited, swaying with 

drink, for Rosa to join them.         

 “I wanted to ask you,” said Terry.         

 

 “What?” said Arthur.           

 “Her and I were thinking of driving to B.C.,” he said. Arthur’s chest tightened.

 

 “And?” said Arthur. Terry looked at him.        

 “I was just worried you might not be able to make it,” said Terry. Then he jumped.     
            



 LIAR LIAR LIAR LIAR           

 “Dad?” Mary choked, but was pushed away from the nurse as a doctor ran into the room.  

 “He’s having a cardiac episode,” shouted a nurse.       

 LIAR LIAR LIAR LIAR           

 Arthur coughed blood and ripped his mask off and stumbled out of bed onto the gurney.  

 “I pushed him,” he yelled, “I pushed him I pushed him I pushed him.”    

 LIAR LIAR LIAR LIAR           

 “I pushed him and I prayed for him to die and I was glad!” he shouted, and the voices stopped, and 

before he knew it, he was gone.
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